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1 Why is an Alternative Approach Needed?

‘The failed WTO meeting in Cancun should serve as a warning: something is fundamentally wrong with how the global trading system is managed – and with the global financial system’


THE controversy surrounding trade and industrial policies began with the failure of traditional ISI strategies adopted in the 1950s through to the 1970s, and intensified after the publication of an influential work by Little et al. (1970), Industry and Trade in Some Developing Countries. In reaction to the failure of traditional import substitution industrialization (ISI) strategies, the International Financial Institutions (IFIs) began in the early 1980s to advocate a policy of trade liberalization through structural adjustment programme (SAPs) and stabilization programmes (SPs) – an advocacy which was continued in the early 1990s through the so-called ‘Washington Consensus’ (Williamson, 1990: Chs 1, 9). The Uruguay Round of trade negotiation in 1995 followed the same neoliberal approach, providing an internationally agreed framework for trade liberalization. Nevertheless, after nearly a quar-
eter of a century of implementation, it is clear that the ‘outward-orientation development strategies’ which were supposed to follow from the trade liberalization policies of the 1980s and 1990s have failed (Rodrik, 2001; Shafaeddin, 2005a).¹

This is not the place for a literature survey of the orthodox, neoliberal theory of trade policy – what I call the ‘across-the-board trade liberalization hypothesis’ – and its critics.² However, a few points are worth noting. Orthodox theorists do not fully agree on the details of the hypothesis. For example, while criticizing ISI, Little et al. (1970) concluded that to expand exports of manufactured goods, imports should be liberalized and overvalued exchange rates should be corrected. They did not, however, deny the important role of the government in correcting market failure or promoting infant industries; nor did they entirely refute the need for selectivity in the choice of investment, for discriminatory tariffs, or for export subsidies or taxes. Their main concern was the removal of quantitative restrictions and other direct trade control measures and the lowering of tariff rates. Further, they were concerned that the process of trade liberalization should take place gradually.

Influenced particularly by Krueger (1978), Bhagwati (1978) and Balassa (1980), the World Bank and IMF went further than Little et al. in their proposals for trade liberalization. Even the original version of the Washington Consensus (Williamson, 1990: Chs 1, 9) does not fit with the orthodox neoliberal view in all details, and it has subsequently been interpreted differently by different people. Nevertheless, there is a common position on cer-

---

¹ Rodrik (2001: 6) concludes that ‘there is no convincing evidence that trade liberalization is predictably associated with subsequent economic growth’. I do not agree with such a wholesale conclusion as much depends on how, and at what point during the course of industrialization, liberalization takes place. However, I do not advocate any type of protection either, as will become clear later in this article. See Shafaeddin (1991, 2005b); see also Easterly (2001); Wade (1990, 2003).

² See Shafaeddin (2005a: Chs 1, 4, 5) for a brief survey of the evolution of the orthodox theory of liberalization, the role of market and government, and theory of comparative advantage; for the evolution of the views of IFIs on these issues, see Shafaeddin (2005b).
tain key aspects: the free-market based approach to development; the lack of active government intervention in the process of industrialization and development; universal and across-the-board trade liberalization; and devaluation. Trade liberalization in this context would entail removing non-tariff restrictions on imports, reducing the level and spread of import tariff rates on all industrial products, and eliminating export taxes and subsidies. This formula was thought to be applicable to all developing countries, irrespective of their level of development and industrialization, with the expectation that trade liberalization would change the structure of incentives against import substitution industries, in favour of export activities, including exports of industrial goods, thus leading to outward-oriented industrialization and development.

There is some ambiguity in the literature as to whether industrial exports include all categories of industrial goods, or only the products of labour-intensive industries. Williamson (1990: 14, 370, 372) refers to ‘non-traditional exports’ (although what he means by this is not entirely clear), and to the experiences of East Asian countries (ibid.: 420), which of course have gone beyond labour-intensive manufacturing production. By contrast, various documents of the World Bank (particularly World Bank, 1987, 1993) stress an ‘outward orientation’; that they are suggesting more than the expansion of labour-intensive industrial products is illustrated by their reference to East Asian countries which started their industrialization with labour-intensive products, but which have upgraded their industrial structure over time. There is thus some question over whether industrialization is to be applied in the widest sense of the term or in some narrower way.

The main issue here is that the theoretical framework behind the neoliberal analyses and recommendations is the static version of the theory of comparative cost advantage. Williamson (1990: 19–20) admits that ‘none of the ideas spawned by . . . development literature . . . plays an essential role in motivating the Washington Consensus’. If, therefore, the orthodoxy is founded on a belief in the importance of industrialization in the wider sense of the term (which seems to be true of the World Bank, at least), the recommenda-
tions made and the theory behind them are not conducive to industrialization. However, if what is being recommended is a concentration in exports on resource-based and labour-intensive products, in line with the comparative cost advantage theory, this does not contribute to ‘catching up’, industrialization or development, beyond a short-term gain achieved through allocative efficiency.

Allocative efficiency was, in fact, one of four major issues in Adam Smith’s theory of international trade (Smith, 1776), which has been a source of controversy in trade theory. First, in the words of Kaldor (1972: 1240), he ‘focus[ed] attention on the allocative functions of the markets to the exclusion of their creative functions – as an instrument for transmitting impulses to economic change’. The second issue was his preoccupation with ‘interchangeable value’ (international trade) as against ‘productive power’ (economic development) (List, 1856: 253). Third, Smith introduced his universal theory of free trade for a ‘cosmopolitan economy’ – that is, the economy of mankind as a whole – believing that free trade would maximize the welfare of humanity and the whole world. He did not distinguish differences between the interests of individuals, nations and mankind; in particular, he ignored the fact that some nations may give more weight to their own welfare than to the collective welfare of humanity3 (ibid.: 74, 245–6, 261). Finally, Smith implied that all countries were at the same level of development and industrialization. By ignoring the existence of a ‘competence gap’ between nations, particularly the industrialized countries such as Great Britain and the latecomers, he also ignored the fact that free trade would not necessarily benefit the less developed nations.

Jacob Viner (1953: 4-5) correctly maintains that Smith and other classical economists took a cosmopolitan approach because they thought that what was in the interests of Britain was also in the interests of the world as a whole. Nevertheless, Viner argues that what was relevant to their time and

3 Although he had the interests of Great Britain in mind when he advocated universal free trade.
country may not necessarily be relevant for other times and other countries, and, in particular, it may not be relevant for ‘economically less advanced countries’ at any time. Hence, ‘it is today always necessary, as it was for the English [sic] classical economists, to be perfectly clear whether we are considering a problem, say, commercial policy from a national or from a cosmopolitan point of view’ (ibid.: 5).

Faced with the failure of across-the-board trade liberalization and free market policies in most developing countries, neoliberals and their opponents have reacted in different ways. The former blame the failure mainly on inadequate and incomplete reform and call for more liberalization. Some critics, on the other hand, argue that industrial policy as perceived by neoliberals provides for certain preferential policies because it is presumed that ‘important externalities reside in exports and direct foreign investment’ (Rodrik, 2004: 29-30). Rodrik does not categorically refute the market-friendly approach. However, emphasizing the importance of industrialization in development, he argues that the market does not bring about industrialization on its own, and that as market failures prevail, there is a need for government intervention. It is in this context that he advocates the need to ‘get the policy process right’ and maintains that this can be done, through a ‘discovery process’ by which ‘private and public actors come together to solve problems, including those caused by market failure, in the productive sphere, each side learning about opportunities and constraints faced by other’ (ibid.: 3). In such a process ‘firms and government learn about underlying costs and opportunities and engage in strategic coordination’ to remedy market failures which restrict self-discovery (ibid.:10). Referring to external constraints and the restrictions on policy space imposed by international rules and conditionalities, Rodrik argues that (external) restrictions are exaggerated. Indeed, there is still some room for manoeuvre to implement industrial policy (Amsden, 2000).

Rodrik’s proposal for establishing a mechanism for public–private collaboration is welcome, but it is not new. Public–private co-operation has worked relatively well in East Asia (see, for example, Amsden, 1989; Shafaeddin,
A similar approach taken by some other opponents of neoliberalism advocates government intervention to address market failures which create obstacles to ‘capability building’ for industrialization and development, but also concludes that certain things cannot be done because of restrictions imposed by international regulations (see, for example, Lall, 2004).

It is worth noting at this point that there are two different categories of restrictions. The first are institutional restrictions imposed by IFIs, commercial banks, the WTO, bilateral donors, and so forth. The second – perhaps more significant – are what we might call ideological constraints, in the sense that many politicians, not only in developed countries but also in developing countries, have faith in the free market. A number of Latin American countries, for instance, have voluntarily implemented market-friendly reform as proposed by neoliberals (Shafaeddin, 2005a: Ch. 2).

The history of developing countries since the 1970s reveals the widespread failures of both ISI strategies and universal trade liberalization (Shafaeddin, 2005a). Furthermore, the present international trade rules, under the WTO, limit the policy space of developing countries. Does this mean that developing countries cannot, or should not, industrialize because of such external constraints? Or does it imply that they should design trade and industrial policies which are appropriate for themselves, and opt for changes in international rules?

In the rest of this article, I will adopt the latter position, arguing that some rethinking is required to develop a different approach to trade policy reform both at the national and international levels. Some scholars see the success of East Asian countries as proof of the need for industrial policy. Others claim that the East Asian experience is not replicable elsewhere and that even if industrial policy has any role to play in the industrialization of develop-

---

4 See, for instance, Amsden (2001); Singh (1992); Wade (1990, 2003 and the references therein).
oping countries, its time has passed: the current development philosophy, and particularly WTO rules, would not allow it. Instead of taking such a top-down approach – drawing international rules on trade and industrialization and expecting developing countries to act within their framework – this article adopts an alternative, bottom-up approach, taking cognizance of two important points.\(^5\) Firstly, no country has industrialized without government intervention.\(^6\) Secondly, ‘comparative advantage is arbitrary’; it has to be created over time (see, for example, Cline, 1983; Gomery and Baumol, 2000; Shafaeddin, 2005a).

---

\(^5\) For a more detailed and extensive treatment, see Shafaeddin (2005a).

\(^6\) Hong Kong might be seen as an exception to this; however, Hong Kong is a city state, and it has not been able to upgrade and deepen its industrial sector as other Asian NIEs have.
THERE is no blueprint for trade policy, industrialization, upgrading and economic development in general. Each country’s particular situation has to be taken into account. Nevertheless, drawing on the experiences of both early and late industrializers, some elements of an alternative trade and industrial policy can be outlined. First, trade policy should be development-oriented. Second, while it draws on the historical experiences of other countries, it should be based on the realities of the international market at the time, and on the specific conditions of the country rather than some theoretical abstraction. Third, it should allow for the role of market, firms and governments in co-ordinating economic activities at any particular period, but should also consider the need for changes in their relative roles over time. Fourth, trade and industrial policies should be selective, mixed, dynamic and predictable in nature; they should take into account the complementary role of ‘non-price factors’ and agriculture. Fifth, trade policies should enhance productivity rather than relying on repeated devaluation; finally, they should use FDI selectively as a tool of industrialization and export expansion, and should ensure the effective management of capital flows.

**Development-oriented Trade Policy**

Where the overall objectives are development, building up supply capacity and industrialization, trade policy is a means to those ends; so are international trade, market, industrial policies, FDI, technology, and so forth. The ‘means’ and ‘ends’, or objectives, should not be confused. As a tool of development, therefore, trade policy is not necessarily synonymous with trade
liberalization, and success in ‘liberalization’ per se is not a guarantee of success in development. Trade policy should serve to achieve the long-run objectives of development; hence, it should be an integral part of industrial and development strategy.

If we define development as ‘the movement of the whole social system upward’ (Myrdal, 1971: 356) it involves, among other things, raising the standard of living of the overall population and providing them with employment. Export expansion should not take place simply for exports’ sake. If the aim of export development and competitiveness is seen as keeping wages low, then ends are being sacrificed for means (Paus, 1989). Amongst other things, trade policy should help provide employment and improve the living standard of the citizens. Serving this purpose justifies the use of any relevant policy instrument to protect the domestic industries, including tariffs and/or quantitative restrictions, or payments of subsidies for particular goods, or any other measures which work to achieve the objectives of development. It may also be appropriate to liberalize trade.

**International Market Structure and Country Specificity**

The history of industrialization in both the developed countries and the newly-industrialized economies (NIEs) indicates that, with the exception of Hong Kong, no country has managed to industrialize without infant-industry protection. History also teaches us that in all successful cases, government intervention – both functional and selective – in the flow of trade and in the process of industrialization has been important. In other words, comparative advantage has been created over time. However, experience has also shown that prolonged protection and across-the-board import substitution have led to inefficiency and failure.

In reality, the international market is not competitive; international prices are distorted by the activities and interests of large oligopolistic firms, the maldistribution of income and assets among developed and developing countries, and the tastes and technologies of the former. In a globalizing world,
large firms increasingly dominate production and trade worldwide. The relative role of the market in international trade and production is shrinking, as more and more economic activities take place inside these global firms without going through the market. As rapid changes in technology and organization of production have increased the role of knowledge and experience in industrialization, the period of learning has been prolonged and the need for infant-industry support and technological development has been felt more keenly. Some support is initially required for penetrating into international markets: whether this should be provided through protection, subsidization of output or factors of production is a secondary issue. The main point is that infant-industry support is needed not only for import substitution but also for export promotion.

Economic policies, including reform programmes, need to be specific to each country’s needs, the degree of market development, initial industrial base, development objectives and socio-economic characteristics. For countries with little or no industrial capacity, such as the lowest-income countries which are mostly located in Africa, the burning issue is to develop supply capacity and lay the foundation for an expanding export market. For countries which have already undertaken some degree of import substitution, such as most Latin American and Middle Eastern countries, the main requirement is to make their industries efficient and competitive and to expand exports. The challenge for those with some export capacity, namely the NIEs, is to upgrade their industrial structure, for instance through technological development, so as to exploit new opportunities in domestic and international markets. Some of these are achieved by market forces on their own.

---

7 For example, 70 per cent of world trade is undertaken by 500 large TNCs (Shafaeddin, 2005a: Table 5.1).
Co-ordination of Economic Activities

While the market definitely has a role to play in the process of industrialization and development – the market mechanism can deal, for example, with gradual and marginal changes – it cannot on its own accelerate growth of supply capacity and promote dynamic comparative advantage. The price mechanism is slow to create markets and develop the ‘non-price’ factors (institutions, infrastructure, information and back-up services) necessary for the operation of the market. Furthermore, the market does not have the capacity to make inefficient industries efficient and competitive, particularly through shock therapy (sudden and drastic trade liberalization). Large and sudden changes in the price structure create uncertainty; any response to incentives will be limited, particularly when non-price factors are lacking. Similarly, technological upgrading is not automatic: it involves a learning process which requires deliberate effort to generate technical and managerial skills in the chain of production and distribution. It requires time and experience; it is costly and involves risks as well as externalities. Such efforts need a systemic approach for policies and actions at all levels, national – including macro, sectoral, and micro (firm level) – and international.

It is therefore a fallacy to say that the government has no role, or even a limited role, in the process of industrialization. Some government intervention is required to compensate for market inadequacy – to build up production capacity (whether or not for export), to create markets, to provide complementary non-price factors, and to correct market failures. The market is a servant (means) not a master (end). Since prices are meant to serve long-term objectives of development, a distorted short-term price structure may be the right strategy if it helps to achieve the long-term objective of development, and to attain dynamic comparative advantage (Amsden, 1989; Fontaine, 1992; Paus, 1989).
As learning and technological change play a vital role in industrialization, attempts should be made to promote learning at different levels of the economy, and in various ways: learning by studying and training, learning by doing, learning by using, imitating and adapting, and most of all learning by trial and error. However, specialized capabilities are developed at the firm and activity levels; knowledge and skills are firm-specific and activity specific, which means that firms that are efficient in this area are able to export. Hence, not only functional intervention, through general education, but also selective and targeted intervention are required by the government to promote specific skills and learning at the relevant levels.

Although there is also a risk of government failure, this is not an argument in favour of leaving everything to the mercy of market forces. The market is not, and cannot be, the only co-ordination mechanism. Co-ordination of economic activities at domestic and international levels takes place through what we may call a co-ordination system (Shafaeddin, 2004a) – that is, the combination of markets, state and firms, complemented and supported by non-price factors. Whereas the orthodox approach sees firms as passive, I would argue that the firm is the central driving force in such a co-ordination system, around which the other co-ordination mechanisms operate. Government actions and policies should complement the market, although not replace it.

The role of each element of the co-ordination system and the degree of interaction among them will vary from one country to another and in each country over time, depending on the level of development, structural, historical and socio-political conditions, and on the interrelations between the different sectors of the economy. Similarly, the role of the private and public sectors may change over time, although close co-operation between the two is essential throughout the process of development.

---

8 On this, see for example Lall (1996, 2004); Lundvall (2004); Nelson and Winter (1982); Noland and Pack (2003); Westphal (2000).
In each country and in each period, the relative role of each mechanism depends on the existence of various markets and the degree of market failure which is influenced, among other things, by the nature and the degree of development of non-price factors. In the early stages, developing countries face a dilemma as all co-ordination mechanisms run a high risk of failure. Market failure is pervasive due to the absence (or underdevelopment) of markets; there is a greater risk of entrepreneurship failure because of the lack of experienced entrepreneurs and the underdevelopment of the formal sector; the risk of government failure is significant as a result of the low capacity of the government. The lower the level of development, the higher the risk of co-ordination failure. This can also lead to a vicious circle: the country is underdeveloped because of problems in the co-ordination mechanisms, and co-ordination mechanisms fail because of the low level of development. To break this circle, action should be taken on a number of fronts: to create or improve markets, to increase the organizational capacity of entrepreneurs, to develop the necessary infrastructure and institutional framework of the country and to increase the capacity of the state.

In breaking the vicious circle, however, the government must play a key role, at least initially. Given that market forces cannot on their own develop either the market or non-price factors, the (direct) participation of the public sector in industrialization may be necessary initially, particularly in areas where the private sector is not prepared to take risks or where externalities are significant. As the private sector and the market develop, public ownership and the role of the government may gradually be reduced. Nevertheless, experience indicates that the development of infrastructure, institutions and back-up services and the provision of information cannot be left entirely to the private sector because of the significant overhead investment required and the externalities involved.

The key to development at early stages of industrialization is to improve the learning capacity and efficiency of the government machinery in formulating, implementing and correcting its policies. This is not easy but it is feasible, as the experience of both early industrializers and NIEs indicate. Since
design of a trade and industrial policy differs from one country to another, there is no ‘right policy’ prescription: for each specific case, it is a question of trial and error, learning by doing.

The question, therefore, is not ‘market or government’; it is to what extent the government should intervene and in what form, and how the efficiency of such government intervention can be improved to minimize government failure and market failure. Having acknowledged the important role of the state, however, it is also necessary to recognize that unnecessary, rigid and prolonged government intervention in the economy should be avoided; the government should not meddle in the market when it is operating well.

**Nature of Trade and Industrial Policies**

Trade and industrial policy should be selective, performance-linked, mixed, dynamic and predictable. The scarcity of resources and the presence of different externalities, learning effects and linkages in different industries implies that industrial development should start on a selective basis; this has indeed been the case in all successful early and late industrializers. Some consumer goods – products which are in demand in the internal market and, preferably, also involve a significant learning effect – could be chosen as a first group of industries for capacity building. Since the unit cost of production is high for newcomers (see also Fontaine, 1992), some infant industry support is necessary. While the final products of selected industries are protected, imported inputs for these industries should be free of duties.

However, protection to the selected industry should not be unconditional or unlimited: the government should insist on performance in exchange for incentives, and should sanction firms whose performance is not satisfactory. Criteria for performance should include cost reduction and quality improvement. Any industrial strategy should embody elements of both rewards and pressure from the government, the market or both. As firms develop production capacity, the government should introduce or increase competition pressure gradually in the internal market by allowing new entrants to the field.
In industries for which economies of scale are important, however, the competitive pressure should not be at the cost of production on an efficient scale.

As domestic capacity is developed in such industries, measures should be taken which facilitate a rapid entry into foreign markets, through improved efficiency and quality. At this stage of penetration into international markets, firms may require a second layer of infant-industry protection and support through export subsidies, tax holidays and/or fiscal incentives, to combat the problems of cost disadvantage, external economies in market search and marketing, lack of experience in exporting, and risks related to entry barriers. In other words, infant-industry support is not confined to the import substitution phase. Once again incentives should be provided in exchange for performance – this time for export performance. An example of this was the policy practised in Japan and other East Asian countries, to give preference in allocation of foreign exchange for importation of inputs to firms which perform better in exports.

While the first group of industries go through this second phase, the proceeds of their exports can be channelled into the parallel development of a second group of industries, again on a selective basis. These industries may include other consumer goods, or intermediate products needed for the first group of industries. A rolling system of linkages can be applied. As the second group of industries matures in the production process and reaches the export stage, some sophisticated and durable consumer goods, some inputs to the second group of industries, and some machinery used in the production process of the first group could be added to the list of infant industries for support, with some of these new additions gradually becoming eligible for infant export protection.

In this way, a combination of import substitution, export promotion, infant-industry support and import liberalization is at work for a mixture of consumer goods, intermediate products and capital goods. Infant export protection/support also takes place on a selective basis for each group of industries; over time these are subject to the same modalities as the first group.
The choice of machinery may be influenced by the size of the country and the type of existing industries. The process of deepening industrialization could continue until an industrial base is established, export capabilities are developed and capacities for efficient production of machinery are acquired. During the process, while the role of government intervention for each industry is gradually reduced, the responsibilities of the firms and the role of the market are augmented. Inter-firm relations could be developed to help undertake these responsibilities, for example through trade and industrial associations. Clustering of industries might be useful to exploit externalities in institutions, infrastructure, marketing, skill development, and so forth.

To take an illustrative example: if textiles are chosen as a first group of industries for industrial development, in the first phase textiles should be subject to infant-industry support and supplied with a free flow of imports of yarn and machinery. In the second phase, protection of production should be gradually reduced, but assistance and incentives be provided for promotion of exports. In this phase, the export of textiles can be accompanied with import substitution of yarns. Ultimately, assistance to exports of textiles should be reduced to zero as the industry matures and penetrates the international market. In the meantime, textile machines can be produced domestically and possibly be exported. Gradually, a number of industries are developed over a period of time, in a process said to resemble ‘flying geese’. Although that expression was first coined in the context of Japanese industrialization, almost all successful industrializers followed a more or less similar process.9

Not all industries selected for import substitution would necessarily be candidates for the export market. However, this does not imply that protection should continue forever; industries which develop through import substitution should be made efficient so that they can compete effectively in the

---

9 See Akamatsu (1961); see also Kasahara (2004) for a survey.
domestic market. The enterprises should know in advance that infant-industry support, in both the first and second phase, is temporary; they should also know the schedule for it to be phased out. The pressure for improved efficiency should eventually take the form of gradual liberalization of imports of final goods.

As the industrial base widens the expansion of investment in production and export capacity becomes more important. To avoid terms of trade losses, industrial widening should be followed by industrial deepening – the upgrading of products and the production process, quality improvement, and introduction of new products or new varieties of the same products. This process requires technological innovation of a different nature to that needed for the first stage of industrialization. For industrial deepening, innovation could take the form of introducing and operating new machines (imitation and adaptation). Upgrading innovation requires research and development programmes and eventually the development of new and frontier technology. This in turn necessitates infant support because of the risks and dynamic internal and external economies of the learning involved.

The Limited Role of Devaluation

Devaluation of the local currency may serve certain purposes, and can provide some incentive for production of tradable goods, particularly exports, in the short term. However, it is not necessarily the most desirable measure as a tool of industrial policy,¹⁰ when repeatedly used, for a number of reasons. First, it results in uniform (nominal) price changes over the whole

---

¹⁰ For example, Bautista’s examination of a number of developing countries for the period 1973–79 indicated that currency depreciations, either small or large, did not lead to a permanent improvement in export competitiveness (Bautista, 1982).
range of tradable goods rather than for selected products. Supply response to prices is much lower when all the outputs of a sector are equally affected, and stronger when relative prices increase only for one good, or for a few goods (Streeten, 1987). Even in industrialized countries there is some evidence that reallocation of resources from non-tradable to tradable sectors, and within tradables from importables to exportables (and in the latter from traditional to new products), might be more responsive to targeted incentives such as subsidies than to exchange rate adjustment (Schydlowsky, 1982).

Second, the direct impact of devaluation on production costs in manufacturing products, particularly exports, is greater than on – which has, in fact, increased significantly due to import liberalization. Industrial production in low-income countries, in particular, is dependent on imports for more than half its inputs. Therefore, in countries with a high ratio of imports to GDP, where manufactures are a small fraction of total exports and the manufacturing sector is highly import-intensive, incentives for exports of manufactures should be provided by other measures than devaluation. These may include, for instance, subsidies, tax holidays and other fiscal and financial measures targeted to particular industries.

Furthermore, the indirect impact of devaluation on the cost of production in the manufacturing sector could also be higher than in other sectors if devaluation is accompanied by, or results in, a decline in productivity in manufacturing due to supply or demand factors, or a combination of the two.

11 Nevertheless, for a given rate of nominal devaluation the implied real exchange rate depreciation will be different in different sectors, industries and firms as their import intensities are different. The higher the import intensity, the higher the increase in the cost of production for a given rate of nominal devaluation, thus the lower the real exchange rate depreciation achieved as a result. The import intensity for the manufacturing sector is usually higher than for other sectors; within the manufacturing sector, it varies from one industry to another, and is higher for modern industries and large firms. Within these industries, it is higher for production for export than for the home market. Further, for each industry and firm the effective exchange rate could be different to the extent that their directions of trade are different. Hence, devaluation does not even work as a uniform price incentive, as is often claimed. To achieve uniform effective exchange rate a complex nominal rate structure is needed.
When devaluation involves contractionary effects, or is accompanied by contractionary macroeconomic management, demand for domestically produced goods will be reduced. Similarly, exports may not increase in response to devaluation; when the structure of supply is rigid, export supply is constrained by import compression, or low quality, inappropriate product for foreign markets, or the lack of marketing channels. Exports may also fail to increase because of low price elasticity of demand or recession abroad. The combination of reduced effective domestic demand and little, or no, expansion in export may lead to lower capacity utilization and a decline in productivity. Ignoring the need to enhance productivity, and over-emphasizing devaluation have been important weaknesses of the reform programmes. Third, devaluation could disrupt the economy through its inflationary impact particularly in low-income countries. It has been estimated that for every 10 per cent nominal devaluation during the period 1980–87, in countries with per capita income of less than US$ 400, the real exchange rate declined only by 3 per cent within a year (Shafaeddin, 1992; see also Edward and Wijnbergen, 1989).  

Fourth, devaluation, like import liberalization, tends to turn the internal terms of trade in favour of primary commodities and against manufacturing, because of differences in the nature of price determination in the two sectors (Shafaeddin, 1991). While this may have a welcome positive effect on food production, it would seem that cash crops have benefited more than food crops in many developing countries which have applied structural adjustment programmes (Stewart et al., 1992). Furthermore, simultaneous currency devaluation by a large number of countries producing the same commodity may result in terms-of-trade losses due to the ‘fallacy of composition’, and decline in real wages.

12 On the importance of the contractionary impact of devaluation, see Edward and Wijnbergen (1989: 1526-8).  
13 Edward and Wijnbergen (1989) have shown, on the basis of a survey of the literature, that nominal devaluation leads to relatively high real depreciation in the short term, but the effect of nominal devaluation on real exchange rate erodes slowly, taking between eight and sixteen quarters depending on the type of macroeconomic policies undertaken.
Finally, the available empirical evidence indicates that some other factors are more important in export competitiveness than the exchange rate and the resulting costs and prices. For example, Fagerberg (1988:371) has shown that the contribution of price competitiveness was far less than technological competitiveness resulting in upgrading and the ability to compete on delivery. Of course technological development may also contribute to cost/price reduction, but its key role is in facilitating upgrading. Moreover, the nature of cost reduction resulting from technological development, which also contributes to productivity enhancement, is different from cost/price valuation due to devaluation. An empirical study by Kaldor (1978) for the period 1963-75 indicates that countries with the fastest rate of growth of exports (such as Japan) were those which also experienced faster rates of increase in their relative unit labour cost (RULC). Kaldor concluded that in the long run, relative changes in exchange rates can be the result of competitiveness, rather than its cause. Relying on changes in RULC alone as a policy tool for improving competitiveness would thus be simplistic.\textsuperscript{14} Amendola et al. (1993) reached similar results for the period 1967–87.\textsuperscript{15}

In the long term, enhancing productivity rather than repeated nominal devaluation is a key to success in industrialization. Nonetheless, with the presence of strategically active international firms, the concept of productivity takes on a different meaning. It is not merely concerned with the volume of output produced, but also involves creating value to the consumers through factors which contribute to lowering price elasticity of demand. Such factors include a reputation for reliability, supplying high quality products, in-time and short-time delivery, and so forth. Productivity enhancement requires continuous learning, skill development, innovation and upgrading.

\textsuperscript{14} The simultaneous increase in RULC and market share is referred to in the literature as Kaldor’s paradox.

\textsuperscript{15} See Fetherston et al. (1977) and Kellman (1983) for similar views expressed in the late 1970s and early 1980s. See also Amable and Verspagen (1995).
FDI and Capital Flows

The experience of developing countries indicates that FDI acts as an important channel for export. In some cases, it has also played a short-term role to financing investment, as in some Latin American countries in the 1990s. Nevertheless, its longer-term contribution is often limited in relation to total domestic investment, and it involves little technological spill over. The recent experience of China indicates that FDI could play an important role in industrialization, if it is guided and targeted at specific areas where foreign technology is most needed, and could contribute to learning amongst the local labour force and to expansion of domestic value added. In fact, China’s experience, unlike Mexico’s, suggests that one could think of a process of export promotion through FDI leading to import substitution, if it is properly managed. China began assembly operation in a number of industries, particularly electronics and telecommunications, based on imported input; gradually it has been increasing domestic production and exports of components (Shafaeddin, 2004b). Its share of components in exports of manufactured goods (excluding chemicals) increased from about 6.4 per cent in 1992/3 to 14.5 per cent in 1997/98 and 16.7 in 2002/3, after China joined the WTO. More importantly, the corresponding share of imports of components, which had increased steadily from 17.7 per cent to 23.2 per cent in the period 1992/3 to 1997/8, first saw a slow-down (reaching nearly 24 per cent in 2000/1) and then a decline, despite the accession to WTO, to 22.3 per cent in 2002/3.16

Capital flows also need to be controlled and managed, since erratic movements in capital flows will lead to erratic changes in the flow of imports, the exchange rate, interest rate, production cost, and the price structure. The resulting confusion means that the price structure, including the exchange rate, loses its signalling function as a guide to investment for expansion of

---

16 Based on the UN COMTRADE database.
output and export, which leads to instability in all important economic variables. Instability in the flow of imports affects the growth of manufacturing value added (MVA) and gross domestic product (GDP) particularly severely.\textsuperscript{17} In violently changing conditions and for large maladjustment, exchange rate devaluation may do considerable damage (Arndt, 1985; Henderson, 1948).

The Role of Other Factors

Trade and industrial policies cannot succeed alone: there are a host of other factors involved. The process of industrialization requires what we might call ‘COU-Ps-INs’. COU stands for: Create capacity, Operate it efficiently and Upgrade the industrial structure (for which incentives are necessary but not sufficient). The P stands for Political stability, Predictability of policies and Pressure for performance. The INs include Investment, Input, Infrastructure – not only transport and communication but also facilities such as marketing channels, distribution networks and so on – Institutions, Innovation and Information (Streeten, 1987). ‘Information’ is used here in the widest sense of the term, to include knowledge and science as well as market information; it requires investment in human resources through education and training. In fact, investment is essential for all the other INs, as well as for the expansion of supply capacity and creation of organizational capabilities and learning. Most of the INs outlined here are elements of the non-price factors mentioned earlier.

There are also two INs which are to be avoided – instability in exchange rates and inflation which are largely related to agricultural development, devaluation, capital flows and macroeconomic policies. The development of agriculture is essential, particularly at early stages of industrialization, to increase the supply of food, where feasible, in order to contribute to availability of wage goods, and to ease the pressure on the balance of payments.

\textsuperscript{17} In the case of African countries, Helleiner (1986) has demonstrated a strong negative relationship between instability in the volume of imports and GDP growth rates.
and inflationary tendencies. For the same reason, ample supplies of other basic consumer goods are also important; the availability of wage goods not only eases inflation on, but also contributes to the competitiveness of manufactured goods in the international market.
THE alternative approach proposed above may look idealistic, since it does not follow WTO rules, the Washington Consensus, or the practices of IFIs and major bilateral donors in their dealings with developing countries. Nevertheless, the existence of such rules and practices should not blind us to what is needed. These rules are not god-given; they can and need to be revised. In the words of Helleiner (2000: 19): ‘I am realistic enough to recognize that reconceptualization of WTO as a development institution may not happen quickly (although I am fully confident that it eventually will)’.

Like Helleiner, I am aware that such a reconceptualization will involve hard bargaining, as experience has shown that developed countries will not give in purely on moral grounds (Shafaeddin, 1984). Nevertheless, it is worth emphasizing two points: first, that the need for reconceptualization is realized; and second, that developing countries do have some bargaining power in international trade. According to UNCTAD figures, they absorb about 23 per cent of exports of developed countries (when trade within the EU is excluded, the figure is well over 30 per cent) and they provide the bulk of energy and raw materials necessary for the growth of economic activities in the developed countries. The question is how to mobilize these bargaining powers and strengthen their negotiation position (Shafaeddin, 1984).
A detailed redesign of WTO rules and other international trade and industrial policies relevant to developing countries is beyond the scope of this article. Nevertheless, a few general points are worth mentioning with respect to a framework for an international trade policy. First of all, the whole philosophy behind WTO rules needs to be changed. Developing countries do not need ‘policy space’ within the existing framework of WTO rules; what is needed is a totally different framework which allows for a flexible trade policy with dimensions of space and time, rather than a one-off and one-size-fits-all approach. The space dimension implies that trade policy should allow for different levels of development and industrialization of various countries at any given time – not as exceptions to the rules, as sometimes requested by developing countries in the context of ‘special and differential treatment’, but rather as the baseline situation. The time dimension implies that the rules should allow for dynamic changes in the trade policy of each country as that country develops and progresses. Second, export performance requirements and domestic content clauses should be allowed in relations between host countries and transnational corporations. Third, while some protection of intellectual property is needed to encourage invention and innovation, the agreement on trade-related intellectual property rights (TRIPS) should be revised so that it does not create barriers to the diffusion and application of new technologies to firms in developing countries, which makes industrial deepening and upgrading difficult.

In short, the international community should actively pursue the aim of fairer international economic systems and policies, in which the different situations and needs of countries at various stages of development are taken more fully into consideration. At the end of the day, this is not only in the interest of developing countries, but would also benefit developed countries.

---

18 For a detailed list of restrictions imposed by international rules and bilateral trade relationships on trade and industrial policies of developing countries, see Rodrik (2004: Table 2).
19 See, for example, the text of the G-20 Ministerial Declaration Adopted on 19 March 2005 at the conclusion of the Ministerial meeting of G-20 in New Delhi, 18-19 March 2005: http://www.twnside.org.sg/title2/twninfo190.htm.
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TOWARDS AN ALTERNATIVE PERSPECTIVE ON TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL POLICIES

Trade policy is at a crossroads, as is trade diplomacy, in the form of trade negotiations under the auspices of the World Trade Organization (WTO). The traditional import substitution industrialization (ISI) strategies, which prevailed during 1950s till 70s failed. Across-the-board trade liberalization, recommended by the International Financial Institutions (IFIs) and neoliberal scholars in the 1980s and 1990s to promote outward-oriented industrialization and development, fared no better. What is next?

Drawing on the experiences of developing countries in trade liberalization and economic reform in recent years, as well as the history of those countries which underwent early industrialization, this paper aims to develop an alternative approach to trade and industrial policy by taking a bottom-up approach.

The author presents a national policy framework (that is, a view of what is needed at the national level to catch up in the process of industrialization) and, on that basis, argues for changes in international rules.
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